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Broadband acoustic data~30–160 Hz! from the SWARM’95 experiment are analyzed to investigate
acoustic signal variability in the presence of ocean internal waves. Temporal variations in the
intensity of the received signals were observed over periods of 10 to 15 min. These fluctuations are
synchronous in depth and are dependent upon the water column variability. They can be explained
by significant horizontal refraction taking place when the orientation of the acoustic track is nearly
parallel to the fronts of the internal waves. Analyses based on the equations of vertical modes and
horizontal rays and on a parabolic equation in the horizontal plane are carried out and show
interesting frequency-dependent behavior of the intensity. Good agreement is obtained between
theoretical calculations and experimental data. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The generation of nonlinear internal solitary wav
~ISWs! in density-stratified shallow-water regions is typ
cally due to tidal interaction with topographical feature
When the bathymetry shoals at the continental shelf,
change in water depth can cause a hydraulic jump condi
from which ISW packets can arise and propagate shorew
Linear internal tides impinging upon the shelf at the s
called ‘‘critical angle’’ can also steepen into nonline
waves1 because of the shoaling bottom. These nonlin
ISWs create a strongly anisotropic~directionally dependent!
medium affecting acoustic waves that propagate thro
them. Sound-speed anisotropy in general can be struc
~for example, from sediment layering, where layer format
processes are directional! or dynamical~for example, from a
field of internal waves propagating along the continen
shelf!, but the implication here is that one or more organiz
processes generate the directionality. Whether the envi
ment is deterministic or random, the anisotropy has the
tential of generating directional dependence in acou
propagation. When broadband acoustic waves are trans
ted through an anisotropic medium such as the ISW pack
amplitude and phase fluctuations arise that are strongly
lated to the characteristics of individual solitons. Quantifyi

a!Electronic mail: badiey@udel.edu
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the interaction between these two types of waves is of in
est for both underwater acoustics and shallow-water oce
ography.

Sound-field fluctuations due to internal waves
shallow-water regions have been studied in several exp
ments where low-frequency sound propagates in the p
ence of internal soliton trains. The first paper in this are2

examined the frequency spectra variability in the Yellow S
and recorded significant~up to 20 dB! intensity decreases fo
specific frequencies. This was referred to as an ‘‘anomal
attenuation’’ and was reported as the result of resonant in
actions between acoustic waves and the quasiperiodic sp
structure created by an ISW train propagating nearly para
to the acoustic propagation direction. At nearly the sa
time another study showed the acoustic field variability
the presence of ISWs.3 The acoustic propagation directio
was oriented about 10 deg to the ISW fronts, and an a
batic description of the sound propagation was appropr
for the reported conditions. The intensity showed tempo
fluctuations well correlated with water column oscillatio
from the ISWs, and the amplitude of these fluctuations w
about 1–2 dB. In 1995 the multi-institutional SWARM’9
experiment was conducted on the New Jersey contine
shelf and showed strong variability, of up to 7 dB, for broa
band signal propagation through ISWs.4–7 Experimental re-
sults presented in 1999 for the Gulf of Mexico8 showed rela-
tively small intensity fluctuations that were also correlat
with ISWs. In that experiment the angle between the acou
61313/13/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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track and ISW fronts wasb;30 deg, and mode coupling wa
reported as the reason for the fluctuations. All of the afo
mentioned work demonstrates two important points: a co
lation between behavior of the acoustic signals and

FIG. 1. ~a! Location of SWARM’95 experiment.~b! Satellite picture for 31
August 1995, showing internal wave activity at the experimental site.~c!
Schematic diagram of acoustic source and receiver positions relative t
internal solitary wave fronts~dashed lines!.
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ISWs, and the significance of the angle between the pro
gation directions of the acoustic waves and the ISWs. T
main feature of these cases that differs from the present w
is the orientation of the acoustic track relative to the IS
which leads to different properties of the acoustic signals

Along with papers on experiments, a number of theor
ical studies appeared over the past few years. Two me
nisms that can cause significant fluctuations of the so
intensity in the presence of ISWs are mode coupling due
ISWs,9,10 and ‘‘resonant absorption’’ that can take place
the horizontal spectrum of the ISW train is sufficient
narrow.11,12Another mechanism is horizontal refraction cau
ing focusing and defocusing of intensity in horizont
plane.13,14 Modeling of sound fluctuations due to horizont
refraction for conditions of the Sea of Japan showed sign
cant synchronicity of intensity fluctuations in depth for
vertical line array.15 Fluctuations of up to 10 dB in the fre
quency domain were demonstrated in Ref. 16 to arise fr
horizontal refraction, depending on the angleb. Modeling of
sound propagation in shallow water in the presence of in
nal wave fields, both background waves and solitons, w
conducted using a fully three-dimensional~3D! PE
technique,17,18 and significant variations and coherence de
radation were observed.

All the above studies have contributed toward the und
standing of the complex problem of acoustic signal inter
tions with ISWs. In this paper we review the experimen
observations of intensity fluctuations and provide a theor
cal foundation to explain 3D effects on the acoustic field d
to the anisotropic nature of the water column resulting fro
ISWs. The evident cause of the intensity variations is ho
zontal refraction, a conclusion supported from a differe
viewpoint by computational results in Ref. 19.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the 19
SWARM experiment is described in detail. Then, a mode
presented for a shallow-water channel containing inter
waves and with characteristics that generally correspon
the SWARM region. Next, we discuss 3D sound propagat
through internal waves, in particular the approach using h
zontal rays and vertical modes, the frequency-dependen
fects predicted by this approach, and the replacement of
horizontal rays by a parabolic equation. A discussion of
sults comes next, followed by detailed conclusions and r
ommendations for future work.

II. SWARM’95 EXPERIMENT

The goal of the SWARM’95 experiment was to quanti
effects of water column and ocean bottom sound-speed in
mogeneities on acoustic transmissions in shallow region1,7

The experiment was conducted in the Mid-Atlantic Bight
the continental shelf region directly off Atlantic City, NJ@see
Fig. 1~a!#, where internal wave activity had been observ
via satellite@Fig. 1~b!#. Several research vessels participat
in the experiment, including R/VOCEANUS, R/V CAPE

HATTERAS, and R/VENDEAVOR. Principal investigators in the
project included researchers from the Naval Research La
ratory ~NRL!, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institutio
~WHOI!, the University of Delaware~UD!, and the Naval
Postgraduate School. Many oceanographic measuring

he
Badiey et al.: Internal wave induced sound intensity fluctuations
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tems, as well as two vertical line arrays, were deployed
collect simultaneously both acoustic and detailed envir
mental data.

In this paper we focus on one part of the experime
dealing with broadband acoustic signals generated by the
source and received at the WHOI vertical line array~WVLA !
@see Fig. 1~c!#. This array was positioned at 39°14.258 N and
72°54.558 W. It consisted of 16 elements, each with a sa
pling rate of 1395 Hz, that spanned the water column fr
14.9 to 67.4 m with a spacing of 3.5 m. Five temperat
sensors were attached to the WVLA at 12.5, 22.5, 30.5, 5
and 60.5 m. This propagation track was designed as UD
WHOI and had the capability to emphasize the azimut
dependence of the acoustic field from the horizontally an
tropic propagation environment. In particular, the acous
propagation path ran nearly parallel to the internal wa
fronts, in contrast to other paths where different fixed sour
were placed so that acoustic tracks ran nearly perpendic
to the internal wavefronts.7 Since bathymetry can signifi
cantly affect acoustic transmissions, the experimental c
figuration was chosen to have an essentially flat sea bo
for the entire UD to WHOI track.

During the experiment, numerous sensors were deplo
in support of the acoustic measurements. The R/VENDEAVOR

performed high-resolution oceanographic surveys us
conductivity–temperature–depth~CTD! casts and tows
High-frequency~200 and 300 kHz! imaging sonars were
used to record internal waves. These measurements
necessary to characterize the generation, propagation, di
sion, and decay of the internal waves and the backgro
field. The environmental data were supplemented by C
data acquired by the R/VOCEANUSand R/VCAPE HATTERAS

and by internally recording oceanographic instrumentat
moorings. The latter included two moored ADCP units,
thermistor arrays, and internally recording temperature s
sors distributed over the two acoustic receiving arrays. D
ing the experiment, both direct observations and satellite
ages indicated strong internal wave activity occurring ove
large portion of the experiment site. Unfortunately, no sa
lite images of the internal waves are available during
reported 2-h experimental period.

A 2-h segment of temperature data from 4 August 19
is shown in Fig. 2. These temperature time series are f
thermistor sensors located on the WVLA~12.5 to 60.5 m
from the sea surface!. During this period the mixed laye
depth is about 15 m, and a negative temperature grad
extends from 15 to 30 m. Figure 3 displays multiple CT
casts that show the envelope of vertical thermocline fluct
tions for this day. The sound speed changes from about 1
m/s above the thermocline to 1480 m/s below. Both the de
and thickness of the surface and bottom mixed layers cha
with time. The temperatures in the surface and bottom mi
layers show much less variation than in the thermocline
gion. The periodicity of the temperature fluctuations sho
in the Fig. 2 segment is about 10 to 15 min and is typica
the entire experimental period. These fluctuations are
ferred to as short-term, in comparison with the longer-per
~about 12 h! fluctuations associated with tidal forcing. A
though not shown here, similar features are also found
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005 B
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data collected from other temperature sensors at diffe
sites, including the source location.

Throughout the experiment, two different acoustic s
nals were transmitted from the R/VCAPE HATTERAS every
minute. One was from an airgun source~pulse duration 0.1 s!
and the other was a linear-frequency-modulated~LFM!
sweep~pulse duration 30 s! transmitted by a J-15 transduce
The source signatures were highly repeatable, as verified
a large number of time series obtained from a monitor
drophone near the sources.7 Although both types of acoustic
signals are available for analysis, we focus on the airgun d

FIG. 2. Measured temperature profiles at six depths on the WHOI V
versus geotime for 18:00–20:00 GMT on 4 August 1995.

FIG. 3. Sound-speed profiles measured on WVLA showing thermoc
fluctuations during the passage of ISWs for 18:00–20:00 GMT on 4 Aug
1995.
615adiey et al.: Internal wave induced sound intensity fluctuations
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the
co
here. The frequency spectrum of the monitor phone, a
shown in Ref. 7, is dominated by peak at 32 Hz~with half-
power width about 5 Hz!, plus much smaller peaks at ha
monics of this fundamental.

While the source ship stayed at a fixed location for s
eral hours, the airgun source transmitted acoustic signals
proximately every minute. During the interval 18:00 to 20:
GMT on 4 August 1995, the source was placed at 12
below the sea surface~just above the thermocline! at position
A2 in Fig. 1~a!, about 15 km from the WVLA. A segment o
acoustic data from geotime 19:00 to 20:00 GMT is shown
Fig. 4. The reference hydrophone collected the data at
source location, and the received signals are from
WVLA. Signals were transmitted every 60.038 s. The ne
source airgun signatures@Fig. 4~a!# show nearly constant am
plitude over time, whereas the corresponding WVLA sign
show considerable fluctuations over the hour@Fig. 4~b!#. The
approximately periodic fluctuations of amplitude observed
the arrivals~the spikes! are due to internal waves that we
present between the source and receiver during this pe
as will be demonstrated in subsequent sections.

The WVLA received signals show strong fluctuations
amplitude versus geotime, indicating acoustic scattering b
fully developed ISW packet along the source–receiver p
Comparison of Figs. 2 and 4 shows correlation between
patterns of the internal waves and the acoustic signals
particular, the acoustic and oceanographic fluctuations h
essentially the same periodicity.

The source spectrumS(v) of the radiated signalf (t) is

S~v!5
1

2p E
2`

`

f ~ t !eivtdt, ~1!

where f (t) represents the pressure signature of the sou
The total radiated pulse energy is

FIG. 4. Normalized pressure amplitude versus geotime from 19:00 to 2
GMT on 4 August 1995, measured:~a! at 2 m from the source, and~b! on
the WHOI VLA 14.98 km from the source at a hydrophone 45 m from
sea surface. Note that amplitude variations at the source are negligible
pared to those at the receiver.
616 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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Using the estimated airgun source power with a pulse du
tion of ;0.1 s, combined with the amplitude of the sou
field at a distance of 2 m~;15 kPa!, the source level at 1 m
is calculated to be 210 dBre: 1 mPa. In this paper we use th
spectrum of the source monitor7 for S(v) and calculate all
frequency integrals over 30 to 160 Hz. Because of our
jectives here, it is not necessary to account for differen
between the measured spectra of the monitor and the a
spectra of the source.12

For subsequent derivations we denote the sound pres
of the received signal byp(zj ,t,Ti), whereTi is the geotime
~in 1-min intervals, denoted by the subscript! from 19:00 to
20:00 GMT andzj is the jth hydrophone on the WVLA. The
indicesi and j are omitted where no confusion occurs.

The total time-integrated intensity~i.e., Energy Flux! of
a received acoustic pulse at depthz on the WVLA is repre-
sented by

I ~z,T!5E
T

T1Dt p2

rc
dt, ~3!

whereDt is the duration of received pulse~;1 s!. Equation
~3! was calculated for each of the 60 pulse signals recei
during that hour, and the results are shown for five repres
tative WVLA elements in Fig. 5.

Several features of the fluctuations in Fig. 5 deserve
tailed discussion. First, significant amplitude fluctuations
cur, of up to 7 dB. This value cannot be explained simply
local displacements of the thermocline level. Estimates of
intensity fluctuations due to changes of the sound-speed
file via thermocline displacements along a 2D slice~the usual
acoustic path! produce only up to 15% variation in the re
ceived intensity. Thus, some explanation beyond a 2D ph

FIG. 5. Total time-integrated intensityI (z,T) versus geotime for signals a
five receiver depths.

0

m-
Badiey et al.: Internal wave induced sound intensity fluctuations
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cal mechanism is needed. Second, amplitude fluctuation
different depths show only weak dependence on de
Moreover, they are effectively synchronous, meaning tha
any geotime a simultaneous increase or decrease takes
for practically all depths, and show small increases near
bottom. Thus, they cannot result from changes in modal
terference patterns, which generally stem from thermoc
oscillations near the receiver. Third, the received acou
signals correlate closely with ISW oscillations. The numb
and period of the oscillations in the thermocline variabil
from 19:00 to 20:00 GMT~Fig. 2! correspond to the sam
quantities observed in the fluctuations of energy flux~Fig. 5!.

The first two observations above cannot be explained
interference between waveguide modes. However, they
quite naturally be interpreted as manifestations of 3D h
zontal refraction.

III. SHALLOW-WATER CHANNEL MODEL WITH
INTERNAL WAVES

To model the shallow-water waveguide in the expe
ment, a Cartesian coordinate system is chosen withx andy in
the horizontal plane andz axis directed downwards, a
shown in Fig. 6. The air–sea interface corresponds toz50
and the flat bottom isz5H570 m. The sound source is a
the point rS50, zS , and the receiving array is atr R

5(xR ,yR) with a source–receiver separationL;15 km.
Along the track the sound-speed profile isc(r ,z,T)5c0(z)
1dc(r ,z,T), wherec0(z) is the mean sound-speed profile
the absence of ISWs anddc(r ,z,T) is the perturbation due to
internal waves. The vectorr5(x,y) denotes a point in the
horizontal plane. The mean profile, obtained from the exp
mental data7 in Fig. 3, consists of a thermocline layer exten
ing about 25 m between two near-isospeed layers.
sound-speed variation between the isospeed layers is ov
m/s, which gives a large value~;2 s21! for the vertical gra-
dient of the thermocline. The geoacoustic parameters in
bottom are selected as sound speedc151750 m/s,
r151.8 kg/m3, and attenuation coefficienta f50.25 dB
/~km•Hz), based on previous work at the SWARM site.1

Next, a time-varying model is needed for sound-spe
fluctuations in the water column for any geotimeT and lo-

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the source–receiver track useful for mo
ing. The region between the two solid parallel lines corresponds to
geotime period between 19:00 and 20:00 on 4 August 1995.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005 B
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cation. For this purpose isopycnal~that is, isodensity! sur-
facesz(r ,z,T) are constructed from the experimental da
This approach is used, rather than an analytical model
order to preserve more of the detail in the measured sou
channel fluctuations. The ISW packet is assumed to hav
plane wavefront parallel to thex axis and to move at speedV
in the negative-y direction

z~r ,z,T!5zS rR ,z,T1
y2yR

V D . ~4!

The parameterV was not measured directly from the ISW
wavefronts but rather is estimated from KdV soliton theo
The Appendix provides an approximate value forV
;0.65 m/s at the SWARM site, which is in reasonable agr
ment with other estimates of this parameter made there. N
that the acoustic track has an angle ofb;5 deg with thex
axis, so the source and receiver are on different ISW fro
for a given geotime~see Fig. 6!. The spatial shift along they
axis between the source and receiver isyR;1300 m.

Equation~4! leads to a perturbation of the sound-spe
profile due to the ISW

dc~r ,z,T!5Qc0~z!N2~z!z~r ,z,T!, ~5!

whereN(z)5(gdr/rdz)1/2 is the Brunt–Vaisala frequenc
andQ;2.4 s2/m.20 To obtainz isothermal, rather than isopy
cnal, displacements in the data are tracked, since ver
profiles of both salinity and temperature are required
isopycnals. This approximation introduces only a small er
In shallow water the main part of the energy of an ISW is
its first modeF(z), so that the displacement in Eq.~5! is
written as z(r ,z,T)5F(z)zs@rR ,T1(y2yR)/V#. The
modal normalization condition is max~F!51, so zs is the
modeled displacement of the isopycnal at the depth wh
F(z)51.

IV. 3D SOUND PROPAGATION THROUGH INTERNAL
WAVES

The complex amplitude of the sound field due to
broadband source is expressed by the spectral Fourier
gral

P~r ,z,t !52E
0

`

S~v!C~r ,z,v!e2 ivtdv, ~6!

where S(v) is the spectrum of the radiated signal a
C(r ,z;v) is a spectral component of the sound-press
field at any point (r ,z). For brevity the geotime parameterT
and source coordinates (r s ,zs) are omitted from the argu
ments ofC ~and elsewhere where no confusion arises!. The
pressure component satisfies the inhomogeneous Helm
equation with a point source of unit amplitude on its rig
side. A series expansion of this Green’s functionC in modal
eigenfunctions yields

C~r ,z,v!5(
l

c l~r ,z,T!Pl~r !, ~7!

where thec l(r ,z,T) are the adiabatic~local! vertical modes
and thePl are the modal amplitudes. The complex eigenv

l-
e

617adiey et al.: Internal wave induced sound intensity fluctuations
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ues are expressed asj l5ql1g l /2, and can be obtained from
the boundary value problem

d2c l~r ,z,T!

dz2
1H v2

@c0~z!1dc~r ,z,T!#2
2j l

2~r ,T!J
3c l~r ,z,T!50, ~8!

subject to the usual surface and bottom boundary condit
and interface conditions. Normalized vertical modes cal
lated from Eq.~8! for different frequencies at the receiverr
5rR and geotime 19:00 are shown in Fig. 7, along w
modes extracted from the SWARM data. Excellent agr
ment between the calculated and the experimental mo
indicates that the parameters selected for the sound-s
formulas adequately represent the experimental wavegu

Next, Eq.~8! is substituted into Eq.~7! and mode cou-
pling terms are neglected, which is consistent with the ad
batic mode assumption.21 The latter is a reasonable approx
mation for along-crest propagation in the model
waveguide. Therefore, the modal amplitudesPl(r ) satisfy
the equation

F ]2

]x2
1

]2

]y2
1j l

2~r !GPl~r !50. ~9!

Equation ~9! is a 2D Helmholtz equation in which th
squared adiabatic eigenvalues play the role of the squ
wave vector~which itself is proportional to the refractio
index!. In the present casej l is complex and its imaginary
part incorporates modal attenuation.

The total time-integrated intensity of a broadband sig
at any point is expressed from Eqs.~3!, ~6!, and~7! by

FIG. 7. Normalized vertical mode functions~modes 1 and either 2 or 3! for
frequencies 30, 60, and 90 Hz. Solid curves show theoretical results b
on Eq.~9!; crosses show modal decomposition results from data.
618 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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I ~r ,z!5
4p

rc E
0

`

dvuS~v!u2(
l

uPl~r !u2c l
2~r ,z!. ~10!

As usual in such calculations, the cross terms that appea
Eq. ~10! ~those withlÞm, wherem is the other summation
index! are neglected. The justification relies on the spa
scale of the cross terms being determined byL lm , which is
the interference wavelength that is inversely proportiona
the difference of horizontal wave numbersl andm. Specifi-
cally, integration over frequency from Eq.~6! corresponds to
a summation of terms from Eq.~7! with different frequency-
dependent scalesL lm of interference beating. If the signa
frequency bandwidthdv>vL lm /L, then the cross terms ar
negligible. For our situationdv;130 Hz, L lm<1 km, the
center frequencyv is no larger than 150 Hz, andL
;15 km, so the condition for elimination of the cross term
is easily satisfied. The main quantity to be calculated isPl(r )
from Eq. ~9!.

A. Horizontal rays and vertical modes

A 2D ray solution for Eq.~9! has been published b
Weinberg and Burridge using their theory of ‘‘horizontal ra
~HRs! and vertical modes’’.22 The functionPl(r ) is assumed
in the form

Pl~r !5(
m

Aml~r !exp@ iuml~r !#, ~11!

whereAml(x,y) is the amplitude anduml(x,y) is the eikonal
for the mth HR component of thelth vertical modec l(r ,z).
In general, multiple HRs for a given vertical mode can rea
the point of observation. These rays have separate traje
ries and different amplitudes and eikonals. Thus, a sum
tion over all horizontal eigenrays~i.e., with the indexm! is
required. The amplitude and the eikonal satisfy traditio
2D equations of ray acoustics21,23

~¹ruml!
25ql

2~r !, ~12!

2¹rAml¹ruml1Aml¹ r
2uml1qlg lAml50, ~13!

where¹r5(]/]x,]/]y).
Ray trajectories in the horizontal plane are found fro

the ordinary differential equations

drml

dt
5Ultml , ~14!

dqml

dt
5Ul¹ql , ~15!

wheredt5Ul
21A(dx)21(dy)2 is a measure of arrival time

for model, tml(r )5¹ruml(r )/uuml(r )u is a unit tangent vec-
tor to the horizontal ray,¹'5¹r2t(t¹r) is the transverse
gradient,Ul5(dql /dv)21 is the group velocity of thelth
vertical mode, andqnl5qltnl is the wave vector~tangent to
ray n for vertical model!. Equations~14! and ~15! describe
space-time HRs,23 because arrival time is the ray paramet
Using these equations one can find both the trajectorie
the HRs and arrival times of the corresponding modal puls
These equations must be accompanied by conditions a
source r s such that r l(t;rS ,tS)u t505rS and

ed
Badiey et al.: Internal wave induced sound intensity fluctuations
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ql(r l ,t;r s ,ts)ur l5rs ,t505ql(xs ,ys)ts . If one defines tS

5(cosxS,sinxS), wherexS is the HR angle at the source
thenxS and t can be considered as ray coordinates. Also
xS is fixed, a separate HR can be obtained, and for fixedt, a
wavefront exists in the horizontal plane. The HRs allow co
struction of the eikonal function along a ray path

u l~r ,t !5u l~r s,0!1E
0

t

Ulql@r ~ t8!#dt8. ~16!

Because the spatial scale ofql in the horizontal plane is
uql /¹rql u, this value must be much greater than a wavelen
for applicability of HR theory. The amplitude of the HRs ca
be written as

Al~ t !5Al~0!/AJ expH iu l~r ,t !2E
0

t

g l@r ~ t8!#/2dt8J ,

~17!

where J(t) describes the divergence of HRs;J(t)
5dV t /dV0 is the ratio of the lengths of correspondin
pieces of wavefronts along a ray tube.

An effective squared wave vector in the horizontal pla
is on the right side of Eq.~12!. Equivalently, an effective
mode-dependent refraction index can be introduced,nl(r )
5ql(r )/ql

0, where ql
0 is an eigenvalue for the waveguid

without ISWs. Because of the small perturbationudcu!c0 ,
which correspondingly impliesuql2ql

0u!ql
0, the refraction

index for HRs is a sum of the unperturbed value 1 an
small perturbationm l due to ISWs, which depends upo
horizontal coordinates andT

nl
2~r ,T!511m l~r ,T!. ~18!

The quantitym l has appeared in various publications~for
example, see Ref. 15!

m l~r ,T!52
2Qk2

~ql
0!2 E0

H

@c l
0~z!#2N2~z!F~z!z~r ,z,T!dz

52n lzsS rR ,T1
y2yR

V D . ~19!

The second equality in Eq.~19! uses the two factorsn l and
zs(r ,T), where zs was explained in Sec. III and is dete
mined by the shape of the ISW train. The other factor

n l5
2Qk2

~ql
0!2 E0

H

@c l
0~z!#2N2~z!F~z!dz, ~20!

depends on the waveguide parameters.
The refractive index in the horizontal plane depends

frequency through its dependence on the eigenfunction,
cause of the overlap of the eigenfunction with the th
mocline layer.16 Generally the eigenfunctions are n
strongly frequency dependent. However, the portion of
eigenfunction overlapping the thermocline can be sensi
to frequency ~see, for example, Fig. 7!. Values of
um̄ l u5n lzs are shown in Fig. 8 as a function of frequency a
characterize the refractive index when the ISW amplitudezs

is at its maximum~;10 m!.
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An example is provided here of a simple estimate of
refraction index for an HR~as shown in Ref. 14!, using num-
bers that are typical of SWARM. Ifht /H;0.2, whereht is
thickness of the thermocline, then the average Brunt–Vais
frequency in that layer isN0;12 cph or;0.02 rad/s. Con-
sequently from Eq.~20!, n l;431024 m21, so the correction
to the squared refraction index in the horizontal plane
um̄ l u;431024zs . This value corresponds to the detailed c
culations from Eq.~20! in Fig. 8.

The negative sign in Eq.~19! means that if a minimum
displacement~z50! falls on the source, then the refractio
index has a local maximum at this point as a function ofy. In
this case HRs emitted from the source deviate toward thx
axis, denoted as ‘‘defocusing’’@Fig. 9~a!#. If a maximum
displacement~soliton peak! falls on the source, then ‘‘focus
ing’’ @Fig. 9~b!# occurs. Using the reciprocity principle, thi
argument also applies from the viewpoint of incoming ra
In the SWARM experiment, the available record of ISW
was obtained at the receiving array, so it is appropriate
apply these ideas for incoming rays.

To estimate how the space-time distribution of the sou
field is affected by a passing ISW train using the HRs, co
sider an angular sector in thexy plane where the emitted
HRs ~at anglex0 , as shown in Fig. 10! have turning points
in the region between two peaks of the ISW train. This si
ation reflects the focusing, or increasing intensity within th
region. Using the waveguide parameters appropriate
SWARM gives a critical angle estimatex0;2Aun lzsu
;8 deg for this example. The maximum longitudinal sca
X0 for focusing is half a ray cycle distance in the horizon
plane for rays with deviation of orderL/2, whereL is the
distance between adjacent peaks in the ISW train in thy
direction, as shown in Fig. 10. This can be estimated as

X05E
0

ȳ dy

tgx~y!
5E

0

L/2 dy

An lzs~y!
;

2L

x0
. ~21!

For example, ifL;400 m andz0;10 m, thenX0;6 km.
This means that the ‘‘critical region’’ where the horizont
refraction can be manifested is within the sector with cen
anglex0 and distances greater thanX0 from the source~see

FIG. 8. Frequency-dependent index of refraction for horizontal rays at
maximum ISW amplitude~10 m!, calculated for the five lowest vertica
modes. Dashed lines indicate the approximate frequency band of intere
the airgun data~30–160 Hz!.
619adiey et al.: Internal wave induced sound intensity fluctuations



rizontal

–receiver
FIG. 9. ~a! Ray theory calculation of the acoustic field in the horizontal plane corresponding to geotime 19:16 GMT, showing defocusing by ho
refraction and an energy maximum;~b! same as~a!, but corresponding to geotime 19:22 GMT, showing focusing and an energy minimum;~c! and~d!, same
as ~a! and ~b! but using the PE method. Corresponding ISW positions are shown to the left of each plot, and bold straight lines denote the source
track.
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Fig. 10!. This explains why, in the SWARM experiment, th
source–receiver separation and ISW parameters and
tions~see Fig. 1! permit the influence of horizontal refractio
on the sound field to be observed. In Fig. 9, HRs are p
sented for two geotimes~19:16 and 19:22 GMT! that corre-
spond to a maximum and minimum in the time depende
of time-integrated intensity, as shown in Fig. 5. The intens
maximum corresponds to the case of defocusing, wherea
minimum ~19:22 GMT! corresponds to focusing.

Using HRs one can roughly estimate the amplitude

FIG. 10. Schematic diagrams showing:~a! patterns of horizontal rays with
respect to the ISW amplitude, with dashed lines showing turning point
the rays focused within the critical anglex0 and curved lines representin
horizontal rays with launch angles nearx0 ; and~b! ISW amplitude in theyz
plane.
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the intensity fluctuations observed in Fig. 5 as a function
geotime for the experimental conditions. At a distance of
km from the source and using the estimated waveguide
rameters calculated above, in the absence of ISWs a ho
geneous intensity distribution would occur along the circu
arc in Fig. 10. For the sector with central anglex0;8 deg,
the length of the arc is Lx0;2 km. For the focusing sce
nario the intensity in this area will concentrate between
jacent crests of the ISW. As noted above, this area ha
length of ;400 m, so the intensity increases by appro
mately a factor of 5, or;7 dB. For the defocusing scenari
the ratio of intensities tends to infinity. The experimenta
observed fluctuation values may be somewhat smaller t
the focusing estimate because the acoustic track directio
not exactly parallel to ISW crests, and the source and
ceiver are not located between the same peaks of the trai
summary, the proposed mechanism of sound fluctuation
the focusing/defocusing of HRs, which provides synchron
ity over depth, correlation with ISWs, and time-integrat
intensity fluctuation features that are observed in the dat

By considering the experiment from the viewpoint
reciprocity, one can construct incoming HRs toward the
ceiver in order to describe the propagation. Examples of s
HRs are presented for defocusing@Fig. 11~a!# and focusing
@Fig. 11~b!# cases. As described previously for case~b!, the
source falls close to the shadow zone of HRs coming tow
receiver, and so an intensity minimum should occur. Cor
spondingly for case~a!, the sound intensity should increas

B. Frequency dependence

As discussed in the previous section, HR trajectories
amplitudes depend on frequency through the eigenvalueql

on the right side of Eq.~12!. Therefore, in the integral of Eq

f

Badiey et al.: Internal wave induced sound intensity fluctuations
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~10!, different contributions to the time-integrated intens
come from different frequencies. Recall that in Fig. 8 t
magnitude of the refraction index is plotted versus freque
for five modes, with the vertical dashed lines represent
the frequency band relevant to the SWARM airgun resul

To understand the propagation of broadband signals,
frequency dependence of the mode functions and of the
and their connections, need to be explained. From waveg
modal analysis,23 at a fixed frequency the higher-orde
modes have their maximum amplitudes closer to the sea
face and hence to the layer containing the ISWs. The m
mum amplitudes of lower modes are well below this lay
Hence, the higher modes have a greater chance of ove
ping the thermocline.15 As a function of increasing fre
quency, the maximum amplitude of each mode tends tow
the sea bottom. Consequently, a frequency exists for wh
the amplitude of a particular mode overlaps with the inter
wave layer. The existence of a maximum index of refract
at this frequency can be interpreted as having a numbe
HRs corresponding to a ‘‘quasiresonant’’ frequency, wh
increases their contributions to the sound field~in the case of
focusing! and in turn provides higher intensity in comparis
with other frequencies. Correspondingly in the case of de
cusing, we should observe deeper minima for these q
siresonant frequencies. Away from this special frequency
effect of HRs reduces, as is shown clearly for modes
through 5 in Fig. 8. For some frequencies, an overlap occ
between the index of refraction of different modes. For e
ample, in the band of interest in the SWARM experime
~i.e., 30–160 Hz! the refraction indices for modes 1 and 4 a
below those of modes 2 and 3, while the latter overlap. T
phenomenon causes frequency-selective behavior of the
fraction index and is similar to chromatic aberration in o
tics, where the focusing properties of a lens depends on
frequency/color of light.

To apply this theoretical result for interpretation of e
perimental data requires caution, since the single WV
shown in Fig. 1 limits the ability to extract spatial informa

FIG. 11. Horizontal rays shown from the viewpoint of incoming rays at~a!
19:41, and~b! 19:47 GMT. Corresponding ISW positions are shown to t
left of each plot. Note that the source position is at the origin for both ca
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tion. However, it is possible to confirm the frequency depe
dence using the temporal behavior of the spectral tim
integrated intensity. From the above reasoning
fluctuations due to the focusing/defocusing process incre
with increasing refraction index. Thus, if separate frequen
or modal components of the sound field are considered, th
fluctuations will be greater for components having high
values of refraction index, which depends on mode num
and frequency.

To illustrate this important point for SWARM, the spec
trum of the received signals as a function of geotime
different modes is extracted from experimental data for
30–160-Hz band. The following processing of experimen
data was carried out. After frequency filtering the receiv
pulsesP(z,t;T) with the sliding windowD f 510 Hz for all
geotime, a modal decomposition of the signal is perform

Pv~z,t,T!5(
l

c l~z!alv~ t,T!cos~vt1u l !, ~22!

wherePv is a spectral component andu l is the phase shift.
The modal time-integrated intensity for each frequency int
val is calculated as

I lv~T!5 1
2E

T

T1Dt

alv
2 ~ t,T!dt. ~23!

The results are shown in Fig. 12, which shows the fluctuat
amplitude of each mode varying as a function of frequen
mode number, and geotime. For example, mode 1 has
largest fluctuations for the frequency band of 90–100 H
while mode 3 shows the largest fluctuations for 150–160
The character of the intensity fluctuation certainly differs f
each mode as a function of frequency. Note that due to
frequency and mode number dependence of the refrac
index, exact synchronicity of sound fluctuations for a
modes and frequencies does not occur, as can be seen
Fig. 12. The synchronicity is revealed as a result of so
averaging over frequency or space intervals.

To further interpret these results, we calculate t
squared average value of the modal energy flux fluctuati
after removing the mean. We use the concept of scintillat
index ~SI! defined for given mode number and frequency24:

SI l
2~v!5

^I lv
2 &2^I lv&2

^I lv&2 , ~24!

where^F&51/T0*0
T0F(T)dT. This quantity characterizes th

average fluctuations for the entireT051-h period in Fig. 13,
which shows results on a dB scale for the three low
modes. By comparing these dependencies with the refrac
index behavior in Fig. 8, the averaged value of fluctuation
seen to depend on frequency. For example, the amplitud
the first mode undergoes less fluctuations than the sec
mode for all frequency bands, which corresponds to Fig
where the refraction index for the second mode is alw
greater than the first. The fluctuations of the third mode
frequencies less than;100 Hz are less than those of th
second mode, while for frequencies greater than;100 Hz
the opposite behavior occurs. This behavior is also simila
the frequency dependence of the refraction index in Fig

s.
621adiey et al.: Internal wave induced sound intensity fluctuations



a using
FIG. 12. Modal spectral time-integrated intensityI iv(T) in dB versus geotime for the three lowest modes and five spectral bands, calculated from dat
Eq. ~23!.
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Note the qualitative similarity between Figs. 8 and 13. B
cause of the frequency dependence, the curves in Fig. 13
have the same shape at any receiver within the critical se
because Eq.~20! depends on the unperturbed waveguide
rameters only.

C. Parabolic equation calculations in the horizontal
plane

The HR technique above provides a method to und
stand and interpret the basic features of sound propagatio
the presence of horizontal refraction. However, HR calcu
tions have the usual problems of ray caustics, so the theo
rarely applied for experimental comparisons. A more app

FIG. 13. Scintillation index,SI versus frequency for the three lowe
modes; experimental values~points, joined by broken line! and their inter-
polation using mean square approximation~solid line!.
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priate technique for this goal is the parabolic equation~PE!.25

A version of this method known as the adiabatic mode
~AMPE! was developed for 3D calculations without mod
coupling.26

In order to compare calculations with the observed
perimental fluctuations using this PE, the starting point is
received field for a fixed frequency as a function of geotim
T and source positionC(r ,z,v). Equation~7! is rewritten
with the new variablePl

0(r r ,r s) introduced

C~r ,z,v!5(
l

c l~r s ,zs!c l~r ,z!Pl
0~r ,r s!e

2~g l /2!ur2rsu,

~25!

where as before the source and receiver coordinates
(r s ,zs) and (r ,z), and g l is the attenuation coefficient fo
mode l. This revision of Eq.~7!, including the attenuation
and source depth factors, is convenient for the PE solut
The solution of Eq.~9! is written in the form

Pl
0~r ,r s!5Fl~x,y!exp~ iql

0x!, ~26!

whereFl(x,y) is a slowly varying function in the propaga
tion direction for each mode. ConsideringFl(x,y) in the
forward-scattering approximation (]Fl /]x!ql

0Fl) leads to a
PE in the horizontal plane

]Fl

]x
5

i

2ql
0

]2Fl

]y2
1

iql
0

2
m lFl . ~27!
Badiey et al.: Internal wave induced sound intensity fluctuations
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The numerical solution of this equation can be produced w
the standard split-step algorithm using the Fourier transfo
although more accurate procedures26 use other methods.

As an example of calculating the modal amplitude in
horizontal plane for fixed frequency, the solution of Eq.~27!
is presented for the same case as done with the HR me
earlier. The results are presented in Figs. 9~c! and ~d! for
comparison with the HR calculations in Figs. 9~a! and ~b!.
These plots show the distribution of the second vertical m
amplitude for frequency 100 Hz. Excellent qualitative cor
spondence between results for the HR and PE method
shown in depicting focusing and defocusing of the field, a
expected. To use this method for interpretation of and co
parison with SWARM data, the spectral time-integrated
tensity summed over all modes is calculated from the eq
tion

I v~r ,z!5
4p

rc
uS~v!u2(

l
c l

2~r s ,zs!c l
2~r ,z!uPl

0~r ,r s!u2

3e2g l ur2rsu. ~28!

For the geotime behavior of total time-integrated intens
integrate Eq.~28! over frequency to obtain the analogue
Eq. ~10!

I ~r ,z!5E
0

`

I v~r ,z!dv. ~29!

V. COMPARISON OF DATA AND MODEL RESULTS

A comparison between the experimental data and m
eled results is shown in Fig. 14. Figure 14~a! shows contours
of the total time-integrated intensity from Eq.~3! of the re-

FIG. 14. Contour plots in depth and geotime for fluctuations of tim
integrated intensity in normalized units:~a! experimental results@top#; ~b!
modeling results using horizontal PE and vertical modes@middle#; ~c! mod-
eling results using adiabatic modes without horizontal refraction@bottom#.
The color unit is in dB.
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ceived acoustic signal on the WVLA from 19:00 to 20:0
GMT. This figure, which is constructed using all 16 hydr
phones of the WVLA, clearly shows the 10- to 15-min pe
odicity of the intensity fluctuations versus geotime. In F
14~b! the modeled results over the same geotime period
shown using calculations from the PE in Sec. IV-C. Fi
modes are used over the frequency band of 30–160
which is sufficient because nearly all the spectral energy i
the lowest part of this band and because higher-order mo
contribute very little to the total acoustic field. Comparis
of Figs. 14~a! and~b! confirms the 3D behavior of the wave
guide in the presence of ISWs. The depth distribution of
time-integrated intensity, as well as the quasiperiodicity
the fluctuations, agrees well with the experimental data. F
thermore, very good agreement is shown for the depth lo
tions of the intensity maxima, especially for the second h
of the 1-h period. This is due to the passage of three la
ISW peaks during this period. Differences between theor
cal calculations and experimental data exist in the geot
arrivals of the maxima of the time-integrated intensity p
terns ~shifts of 3 to 5 min in arrival of the high-intensity
bands near geotimes 19:25, 19:15, and 19:07 GMT in
calculated results!. Other differences arise from the idealiz
tions of the shallow-water waveguide model, such as
plane wavefront assumption for the ISW train. In the abse
of detailed measurements of the ISW front curvature a
other features, more precise matches with the experime
results are not expected. Moreover, the comparisons here
tween data and calculations are of one quantity, the t
time-integrated intensity, which is expected to be more
bust than others such as individual received pulses or t
spectra.

The comparatively good agreement that is obtained
the positions of the last maxima in Fig. 14~b! can be dis-
cussed further. Within the framework of the plane wavefro
assumption, three distinct small ISWs pass through
WVLA during the period 19:00 to 19:30 GMT, when larg
ISWs are detected at the source~see Fig. 9!. From 19:30 to
20:00 GMT we have the opposite situation, with large ISW
at the receiver. The latter period can be modeled more r
istically and naturally gives the predominant contributions
3D effects. Moreover, the latter situation where the th
maxima are visible at the receiver is well described by
incoming ray analogy~shown in Fig. 11!. Some minor dif-
ferences between the experimental data and the modele
sults in Figs. 14~a! and ~b! can be attributed to the lack o
detailed environmental data along the acoustic track, incl
ing the bottom properties and the range-dependent so
speed profile. However, it is noted that the modeling res
presented here provide all the features of intensity fluct
tions due to horizontal refraction.

Finally, Fig. 14~c! is presented to demonstrate concl
sively the important role of horizontal refraction in the tim
integrated intensity fluctuations. These contours represen
results of model calculations for the same experimental
riod but without taking into account horizontal refractio
This is accomplished by using the 2D adiabatic mo
approximation,21 which is valid because the sound-spe
gradient along the acoustic track is relatively small,;6

-
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31023 s21. In this case the expression forFl(x,y) in Eq.
~26! is found from Eq.~27! by neglecting the refraction term
and using the appropriate source normalization. The co
sponding formula for the spectral time-integrated intens
differs from Eq. ~28! by replacing uPl

0(r ,r s)u2 with
1/(8pqlL). The space-time intensity patterns in Fig. 14~c!
are quite different from both the experimental results and
calculations including horizontal refraction. Figure 14~c! rep-
resents a 2D interference pattern with time-integrated in
sity fluctuations of less than about 15%. For example, in
temperature record of Fig. 2 near geotime;19:30 GMT,
cold water occurs from a soliton displacement minimu
This thermocline rise broadens the effective sound chan
and decreases intensity in the 2D calculations near;19:34.
At ;19:36 in Fig. 2 the water is warmer, the thermocli
sinks corresponding to a soliton maximum, the sound ch
nel narrows, and the sound intensity increases near;19:41.
This is opposite to predictions from the 3D modeling and
experimental data.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

When broadband acoustic signals propagate thro
ISWs, time-integrated intensity fluctuates with periods clo
to that of the ISW. Depending on the source–receiver ge
etry, the orientation of the internal wavefront with respect
the acoustic track, and other parameters of the waveg
such as the ratio between the thermocline layer thickness
the water depth, this effect could be significant~as large as
10 dB in the SWARM data presented here!.

The experimental data in this paper indicate signific
peak-to-peak total pulse-integrated intensity fluctuations
broadband signals. In addition, they are largely synchron
in water depth, so that the total signal energy in the water
a given geotime remains largely the same for all depths~be-
low the thermocline!. These features are interpreted as ma
festations of 3D refraction in this shallow-water waveguid
To explain them, a theoretical model using horizontal ra
and vertical modes is described. Results of the vertical m
and frequency spectrum decomposition of data are in str
agreement with model calculations. It is relevant to note t
characteristics of the time-integrated intensity fluctuatio
can be qualitatively interpreted within the framework of r
theory. A direct comparison with integrated intensity data
facilitated using a horizontal plane PE model. The comp
son between calculations and measured data shows
agreement, including the main features of the fluctuatio
However, mismatches do occur, such as a time shift~up to
;3 min in Fig. 14! in the geotime dependence of integrat
intensity. The differences result from idealizations in t
waveguide model, which is based on data from thermistor
different depths along the receiver array. With only one po
measurement, the ability to model properties, such as or
tation, speed, and curvature, along the ISW wavefront is l
ited. It is noteworthy that, although small perturbations of
ISW speed and orientation angle modify the results, the s
chronicity in depth and overall fluctuation amplitude is r
bust and does not vary significantly. Frequency-depend
focusing effects due to horizontal refraction are also fou
624 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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with quite good agreement between theoretical and exp
mental results. This feature is analogous to chromatic a
ration in optics.

Future work remains on this topic. Experimentally,
data set is needed that encompasses more frequencies
muthal angles, and ranges. Direct measurements of any
wavefronts would be extremely valuable. Theoretically, t
structure of the horizontal (x–y plane! modes, both trapped
and continuous, that is created between the ISWs shoul
investigated. The ray and PE representations, as wel
rough estimates14 and numerical properties18 of this struc-
ture, have been carried out, but more detailed analysis of
horizontal modes should produce additional insights into
physics of this fascinating ducting effect.
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APPENDIX: Estimation of ISW speed V

The ISW speedV in the SWARM region can be esti
mated using some canonical models. For a water colu
with two layers, H5h11h2520150570 m, where each
layer has constant temperature, selectDT5T22T1

;13 deg. It follows thatDr;1.7 kg/m3, so the buoyancy
frequency isN;10 cycles/h. If the ISW train consists o
separate KdV solitons, for each of which

z5z0 sech2@~y2VT!/D#,

where26

V5c01z0ã/3, D5A12b̃/ãz0,

then

c05Ag
Dr

r

h1h2

H
, ã5c0

3~h12h2!

2h1h2
,

b̃5c0

h1h2

6
.

For SWARM conditionsc0;0.55 m/c, b̃;90 m3/s, andã
;0.024 s21. Furthermore, ifz0;10 m, thenD;70 m and
V;0.65 m/s. The differences between the speeds of sepa
solitons of different amplitudes in the train are ignored,
the whole train is assumed to move with the same speed
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